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plains) is also partially obscured by bright material. Dark maculae material avoids these two crater 
rims but partially buries the graben. These relationships suggest that both the dark maculae and 
bright materials are superposed on an ancient, partially exposed crust. If younger, bright material 
could have infilled depressions between the dark maculae. Contacts between bright and dark 
material are sharp, implying that any infilling may be volcanic. Although the emplacement 
mechanisms remain uncertain, the observations are consistent with independent evidence in 
cantaloupe terrain [6] that the upper crust of Triton is layered. 

TWO lines of evidence indicate these terrains are perennial over geologic time scales. Several 
global scale lineaments, similar to those found in equatorial terrains, cross this terrain. Also, seven 
relatively pristine impact craters have been identified within this terrain. The pristine crater 
population on Triton is strongly concentrated toward the apex of orbital motion. Within this 
distribution, however, the crater population appears to be random. Given the relatively low 
resolution and foreshortened viewing geometry and high local sun angles under which the southern 
terrain was imaged, the pristine crater population is consistent with an age that is not grossly 
younger than the equatorial terrains. 

SOUTH POLAR REGION South of -50' S, the geology changes rather abruptly to a 
more coarsely t e x a d ,  geologically complex terrain, known as bright streaked terrain (bst). This 
terrain appears to be topographically rough. Numerous discrete geologic units are traceable. Most 
prominent are isolated smooth bright units, some of which have a flow-like morphology and may 
be topographically confined. Several global-scale lineaments also cross into this poorly viewed 
terrain. Poor viewing geometry makes interpretation difficult. Photometric studies are also 
underway to assist clarify the geology of the southern hemisphere. 
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Bright spotted terrain of Triton. Scene is - 500 km across. Partially buried craters and graben are 
visible (arrows). 
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